Jessica Sabogal

April 29
10:00-11:30 a.m. (online)

RSVP & zoom link at: https://bit.ly/SFSULatinxJessica

Jessica Sabogal is a contemporary Colombian American muralist from San Francisco and is best known for her stencil, street, and poster art. Her murals and paintings often portray profiles of cuir, black, indigenous, and trans women of color, youth, family, herself, and members of her community. This talk explores how her work challenges patriarchal structures and male-dominated presence by putting women, elders, and youth in the foreground of her paintings. Sabogal will delve into her journey of how she learned to erect monuments and be present in layers of creation: researching the painting's subject, preparing all necessary materials, organizing a team to put up the art, celebrating the message, and once it is out in the world – protecting it. http://www.jessicasabogal.com/